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should know that in this country by
now.
Data exist that support the contention that males do less well than females on verbal tests. Should we also
have separate classes for males in English so that males can develop language skills in an environment that
frees them from the discriminatorybehaviors of their English teachers?Give
me a break!
Albert D. Robinson
Professorand Chairof Biology
SUNY Collegeat Potsdam
Potsdam,NY 13676-2294

1. Place less emphasis on competition and speed, and more emphasis on cooperativegroup work.
2. Increase the focus on practical,
real life applicationsof mathematics and science (Bailey 1996).
These and other interventionswhich
focus on problem solving in a social
context are more than just gender-neutralizingtechniquesin science,they are
sound methods that work for all learners, and mirror the recommendations
of the recently released National Science EducationStandards(NRC 1996).
Again, it hardly makes sense to seg-
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regate males and females in science
and math courses when a betterway is
to restructurethe curriculumto reflect
the research. In a sense, the onus for
closing the gender gap in math and
science is placed upon kids by advocates of separatesex classes, when the
onus should be borne by teachers,administratorsand parents who can and
should see to it that science is portrayed as equally accessible to all. As
imperfectas mixed gender classes are,
they're real life. The children in those
classes rise to a level of expectationwe
hold for them, so it's vital that the
message they get is one of high expectations,without contrivedsettings,and
regardlessof sex.
JeffreyWeld
ScienceEducationCenter
Universityof Iowa
IowaCity,Iowa52242
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Dear Editor:
We agree with Dyche and Ceperich's
desire to encourage more women to
enter science, but we are not convinced
by their reasoning or their proposal.
Most worrisome is their implication
that science is too "harsh" for females
or that they are misserved by being
"expected to do as well as males." We
disagree with this suggestion that females could not compete in science if
given a fair chance. They rightly identified a number of common problems
with education of females in science
classrooms: males often get called on
first, males are allowed to dominate in
mixed sex lab partnerships, and males
are allowed to misbehave and harass
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Dear Editor:
Professional women scientists and
engineers are outnumberedsix to one
by their male colleagues (Kahle &
Meece 1994). Of the college degrees
awarded for these fields, women earn
only 30%of the bachelor'sdegrees, and
21%of the doctorates (Kahle& Meece
1994). In high school, females constitute 39%of calculus students, and only
15%complete a physics course (Kahle
& Meece 1994). According to a National Science Foundation study, the
science achievement test scores of college bound females are consistently
lower than are the scores for males
(NSF 1990). Yet throughout the primary grades, math and science test
scores for females and males do not
differ significantly (Kahle & Meece
1994).This leads to the question:what
happens to create a gender gap in
science beginning around age 13, and
what can be done to narrow or eliminate it? Have science educators been
guilty of gender bias in the presentation of science and math coursework?
Yes. Will separatesex scienceand math
classes ameliorate the imbalance?No.
Segregating students on the basis of
sex in order to close this chasm is a
simplistic and dangerous band-aid approach. Learningresearchsupports an
integrated education in math and science.
An instructionalstrategy persists in
too many science and math classrooms
which allows for subtle gender bias
that is a disservice to female students
(Bailey1996).Boys have been found to
dominate classroomdiscussion, garner
the majorityof teacher praise, and be
subjectedto higherperformanceexpectations than are girls (Kahle & Meece
1994).Moreover,the science role models depicted in textbooks,or invited as
guest speakers, and teachers themselves, are predominantlymale. But it
hardly makes sense to segregate females from males in these courses
rather than attack the problem at its

core. That problem is a curricularand
behavioral deficiency in the way science and math are taught. We'd do
well to encourage workshops, conferences and college courseworkthat emphasize pro-activegender equity techniques for all teachers.It's a safer and
longer term solution that places responsibility for inequity upon the deserving shouldersof teachers,administrators and parents instead of upon
uprooted students.
Teacherenlightenmentof the subtle
behaviors that perpetuate gender bias
in science is but one step toward closing the gap in science performance
amongst boys and girls. Perhaps an
even greater need is for teachers and
parentsto recognizethatboys and girls
learnin differentways, necessitatingan
appropriate overhaul of the curriculum. According to Doreen Kimura, a
Canadian neuropsychologist considered a leading authority on brain differencesin males and females, "women
and men differ not only in physical
attributes and reproductive function,
but also in the way in which they solve
intellectual problems" (Kimura 1992).
Unfortunately,the idea of "different"
connotes "deficiency"in the minds of
many, and valuableinsight into how to
more effectivelyteach young men and
women gets buriedunder an avalanche
of political correctness.Kimura'sfindings on the powerful influences of sex
hormones on brain function, coupled
with behavioral research into instructional strategies that benefit girls as
much as boys, point toward the need
for dramatic change in how science
and math are predominantlytaught in
Americanschools.
Susan McGee Bailey, the principal
author of the landmark study How
SchoolsShortchange
Girls,and herselfan
opponent of separate sex classes,
points out specific remedies for a gender neutral classroom that are consistent with Kimura's brain research
(Bailey1996).Two of those recommendations are:

females. Ratherthan merely postpone
the time when female students are
forced to deal with these problems,we
as teachers should actively work
against these problems in mixed sex
classes.
The authorsalso seem to be confused
about where the majorforces discouraging and undermining women in sci-

ence lie: inside or outside the class-

room. While we agree that single sex
classes may have many merits, several
of the problems identified by Dyche
and Ceperichare societal and not pedagogical; others may yet be solved by
better teaching practice in the classroom. We supporttheirconclusionthat
science benefits from the differentapproachesthat women use and we need
to encouragemale and female students

to learn from each other as we have
learned from each other as colleagues.

Stan Braude
Nancy E. Berg
Keri Williamson
Washington University
St. Louis, MO 63130
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